
CONTRACT OF SALE
This is a Contract of Sale between TAGGERWEAR INC. and  

CLOTHING COORD

representing; hereafter referred to as The Customer.
CLUB NAME

This contract outlines the responsibilities of TaggerWear and The Customer.

1 DESIGN & SIZING

    1.1 For an agreed-upon fee per item, The Customer shall provide:
            1.1.1 Appropriate and accurate measurements
            1.1.2 Selection of sizes for the garments based on those measurements, selected from the size chart

available on the TaggerWear website.
            1.1.3 A hand-drawn or computer drawn image or design for TaggerWear to produce.
            1.1.4 If said image is copied from another business, The Customer shall provide written proof of

permission to use said image.

    1.2 The Customer is responsible for ordering appropriate sizes.
            1.2.1 TaggerWear assumes no responsibility in the selection of sizes. Suggestions may be solicited

from TaggerWear, but they are not binding. It is the responsibility of The Customer to select the
best size for each garment. A current size-chart is available online or at request.

            1.2.2 TaggerWear sizes are similar to Speedo, but not exactly the same. Ordering a Speedo size, may
result in an improper fit.

            1.2.3 The Customer shall decide if the fit for the swimsuits should be “relaxed”, “comfortable”, or
“competitive”. Our size chart lists measurements for a “competitive” fit, so The Customer must
adjust appropriately.

            1.2.4 The Customer shall determine if the swimsuit should need “growing room” and order
accordingly.

            1.2.5 TaggerWear suits are not bespoke (made to measure). If The Customer wishes for a bespoke suit,
they must request it, and this will increase the base price of the suit.

            1.2.6 TaggerWear does offer LONG sizes and PLUS sizes. Long sizes are simply as long as the next size
up, while Plus sizes are proportionally wider than length.

    1.3 For an agreed-upon fee per item, TaggerWear shall provide:
            1.3.1 A computer illustration of the design concept for approval to The Customer.
            1.3.2 Upon approval of the DESIGN CONCEPT, TaggerWear shall proceed to the DIGITAL PROOF -

a lifesize scaled version of the design.
            1.3.3 Upon approval of the DIGITAL PROOF, TaggerWear shall commence production of the

garment(s) in a timely manner.

    1.4 The Customer is responsible for carefully reviewing and approving for the DESIGN CONCEPT in writing.
There are two changes allowed to the design.

            1.4.1 TaggerWear assumes no responsibility if the design requested by The Customer is not
appropriate, has unfortunately placed details, or poorly placed colours. TaggerWear will
reproduce exactly what The Customer requests.



    1.5 The Customer is responsible for carefully reviewing and approving the DIGITAL PROOF in writing. There
are two changes allowed to the design.

            1.5.1 TaggerWear assumes no responsibility if errors are not caught by The Customer. The DIGITAL
PROOF is exactly what will print or be reproduced.

            1.5.2 The Customer has the option of requesting a COLOUR PROOF at this time for printed designs,
to ensure colours are to their specification.

            1.5.3 One COLOUR PROOF per design is allowed. Sending a COLOUR PROOF will delay production
at The Customer’s risk.

            1.5.4 Upon receiving approval for the DIGITAL PROOF, any materials required for the project are
purchased on behalf of the customer. If The Customer then changes the materials, The
Customer will be invoiced for the materials already purchased.

            1.5.5 The Customer must consider light colours such as yellow, pink, light blue, and lime green on
their design as transparent. These colours will be see-thru when wet. Please them appropriately.

2 DELIVERY & SHIPPING

    2.1 TaggerWear will make every effort to ship the order for delivery by the time specified by The Customer.

    2.2 TaggerWear assumes no responsibility for delays in shipping due to weather or shipping problems.

    2.3 The Customer must select a shipping method that will work within the time frame allowed.

    2.4 TaggerWear always ships with an option for tracking the parcel. In the event that The Customer wants to
ship with a lower cost that does not allow for tracking, TaggerWear is not responsible for loss of delivery
time or loss of package.

    2.5 TaggerWear does not include shipping on the Estimate, but it is added to the final invoice once the order
is completed, packed and weighed.

    2.6 Shipping fees are dependent on destination, weight, and speed of delivery.

    2.7 TaggerWear ships using Canada Post or Purolator.

    2.8 Shipments outside of Canada may be subject to the destination country’s duties and tariffs. TaggerWear
as no responsibility on this, and no control. Any monies levied against The Customer are the
responsibility of The Customer and are paid to the destination country's government.

    2.9 If an order does not arrive at the time expected, please notify TaggerWear immediately so that a trace can
be started on the order.

3 RETURNS & EXCHANGES

    3.1 Swimsuits are intimate garments. By Canadian Law, intimate garments cannot be returned to the vendor
or manufacturer due to hygiene reasons.

            3.1.1 If a custom swimsuit ordered by The Customer does not fit for any reason, it is The Customer’s
responsibility to either pay for alterations or to order another swimsuit. There are no exchanges
or returns for custom swimwear. Please see item 7. Alterations for more information.

            3.1.2 If the custom swimsuit ordered by The Customer is not to the liking for any reason, it is The



Customer’s responsibility to order a different garment.
            3.1.3 The Customer has at least two opportunities to discover issues with design and colour and

approve or change the design. If they do not catch problems at that stage, TaggerWear is not
responsible.

            3.1.4 In the event TaggerWear misses a change that was requested in writing, TaggerWear will replace
the garment at no charge, plus shipping once the original has been received. The Customer
cannot wear the swimsuit, remove the tags, or get the swimsuit wet in order to qualify for this
exchange.

    3.2 Non-intimate garments off-the-rack garments may be exchanged within 10 days. The garment must still
have all it’s tags attached and the sales receipt must be presented at the time of exchange.

4 PAYMENTS & TAXES

    4.1 For Canadian customers, TaggerWear accepts the following forms of payment:
            4.1.1 Major credit cards such as Visa, MasterCard, American Express, and Discover
            4.1.2 Interac E-transfers
            4.1.3 PayPal

    4.2 For International customers, TaggerWear works with PayPal, and all invoices are in US Funds.

    4.3 All orders require a non-refundable $50.00 deposit per garment before we start to work on your order.
            4.3.1 This covers the cost of designing, pattern making, and producing PROOFS in the event that the

project gets cancelled.
            4.3.2 If the project proceeds, the deposit is applied against the final invoice.
            4.3.3 The project must be paid in full before we ship, except where prior permission and contract

stipulates.
            4.3.4 If The Customer requests more than one design done for the order, an additional $50.00 fee

will be required for each design.
            4.3.5 If The Customer’s project requires fabric to be ordered, that cost is part of the estimate. The

fabric is ordered as soon as the DIGITAL PROOF is approved to expedite production.
            4.3.6 If The Customer changes the fabric after it has been ordered, The Customer will be responsible

for the entire cost of that fabric.

    4.4 TaggerWear does not include taxes on the Estimate. Order shipped within Canada will have appropriate
sales tax added to the final invoice. This is not-negotiable.

    4.5 International customers do not pay Canadian tax, therefore it will not be added to the invoice. However,
please see point 2.8 about Duties for destinations outside of Canada.

5 SCHEDULING

    5.1 TaggerWear produces garments for a wide variety of clients; often at the same time. Production only
starts when all designs have been approved, deposits are received, and sizes have been submitted.

    5.2 Our production has multiple stages; each of which takes time to complete and must be coordinated -- so
that we have the correct amount of staff available.

    5.3 If The Customer does not submit a design in a timely manner, or does not finalize the design with an



approval in writing, the project will not start. This causes a delay in the delivery of the final product.

    5.4 A one week delay at the outset, during the approval stage of the project, will often result in a two or three
week delay in delivery.

    5.5 TaggerWear does not produce orders on a first-come, first-served basis. Orders are processed in order
of delivery date, but only get started after all approvals, deposits, and sizes have been received. If The
Customer delays, another project will get started in the interim.

6 QUALITY GUARANTEE

    6.1 TaggerWear guarantees all of their sewn garments to be free of manufacturing defects.
            6.1.1 Fault tolerance on matching design elements across seams is ¼”.
            6.1.2 Colour bleed on non-sublimated fabrics is not within fault tolerance of TaggerWear. This is a

manufacturing problem from the supplier. Unfortunately, fabric manufacturers do not guarantee
their product.

            6.1.3 Seams coming apart, missed stitches that are unravelling before being worn, are all faults.
            6.1.4 Seams that open or stitches that come apart due to a garment being stretch beyond its size or

being worn on a body too large for the garment, are not faults.

    6.2 The Customer must report any issues or problems with their garment within 14 days of receipt of the
garment.

            6.2.1 Receipt of the garment is determined by when it was received by the club, not distributed within
the club.

            6.2.2 It is important to inspect the order upon arrival, before distributing the garments.

    6.3 TaggerWear will either repair or replace a defective garment. The Customer is responsible for shipping
the garment back to TaggerWear.

7 ALTERATIONS

    7.1 Custom-made garments can be altered. When fitting a garment that requires alteration, use safety pins to
identify what needs to be altered. Accompany the garment with detailed notes on where and how much to
alter.

            7.1.1 For example, say “Please remove 2” from the back strap width” not “please remove a little from
the back strap”.

            7.1.2 For example, say “Please make the seat narrower by 1 inch” not “make the seat a little smaller”.

    7.2 The first alteration is no charge. Subsequent alterations will be charged a rate of $25.00/hour.

    7.3 If a garment is received SOILED, it will not be altered. It will be returned to The Customer at their
expense, or a $25.00 laundering fee will be added.

    7.4 Intimate garments, such as swimsuits, must be fitted wearing undergarments.



8 SIGNATURE PAGE

ON BEHALF OF THE , I,
               CLUB NAME

 , ACKNOWLEDGE THESE CONDITIONS 
  NAME

AND AGREE TO TERMS OF SALE.

I,  CERTIFY I HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO SIGN THIS CONTRACT.
       NAME

SIGNED THIS DAY  OF , .
         DAY              MONTH     YEAR

SIGNATURE PRINTED NAME

PLEASE RETURN TO:
SALES DEPARTMENT 
TAGGERWEAR INC.
19 GRENFELL CRESCENT, SUITE 101
NEPEAN, ON K2G 0G3
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